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Learning objectives

1. What is a POLICY STRATEGY?
2. The EU DIGITAL STRATEGY
3. DATA: a legal approach



1. From tech to law









Some 
PRELIMINARY 
NOTIONS

Policy
a plan of action adopted

by an individual or 
group

Strategy
planning in the long term

for the success of an 
organization

Governance
the act or process

of governing or 
overseeing the control 

and direction of 
something (such as a 

country or an 
organization)

Law
the system of rules which

a particular country or 
community recognizes
as mandatory and may

enforce by the 
imposition of 

penalties/benefits





From 
strategy, 
to POLICY, 
to LAW

Long term
objectives

Short-medium 
term 

objectives
Agenda

Policy Legislative 
invitiate Drafting

Discussion Amendment Approal

Publication Enforcement



2. The EU DIGITAL 
STRATEGY













EU Digital 
Principles



1 STRATEGY 4 PILLARS



3. DATA:
the EU law approach



What is DATA?
1. : factual information (such as measurements or statistics) 

used as a basis for reasoning, discussion, or calculation
2. : information in digital form that can be transmitted or 

processed
3. : information output by a sensing device or organ that

includes both useful and irrelevant
or redundant information and must be processed to be 
meaningful

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/data



What LAW does…
when the law speaks (by mouth of the administration, the court, or the 
legislature) it actually performs what it says

when the law speaks (by mouth of the administration, the court, or the 
legislature) produces mandatory consequences (protection, power, 
limitations)
when the law speaks (by mouth of the administration, the court, or the 
legislature) aims to be certain (and equal)



How to approach
EU (DATA) LAW

Questa foto di Autore sconosciuto è concesso in licenza da CC BY-NC-ND

https://www.flickr.com/photos/european_parliament/14542687264/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/


EU (DATA) 
normative 
architecture

GDPR Law 
enforcement

Non personal 
data

E-privacy Digital 
copyright Open data

Cybersecurity 
Act

Digital 
Service Act

AI Act 
(proposal)

AI Liability 
(proposal) …



EU (DATA) LAW
FROM THEORY TO PRACTICE



title

structure



legal basis &
competences



recitals (not binding)



articles (binding)


